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A Novel Optimization Method for Lenticular 3-D
Display Based on Light Field Decomposion

Renjing Pei, Zheng Geng, Zhao Xing Zhang, Xuan Cao, and Rong Wang

Abstract—Crosstalk is a primary defect in affecting the image
quality of stereoscopic three-dimensional (3-D) displays. Until now,
the crosstalk reduction methods either require extra devices or
need tedious calibration procedures, which require precise mea-
surement on each display device. We propose herein a new method
of synthesizing lenticular 3-D display based on the light field de-
composition and optimization to minimize the crosstalk. The light
field concept is introduced into lenticular 3-D display. Rays of mul-
tiview light field are back-projected to the LCD plane to form a
synthetic image, with subpixel resolution. A weighted value con-
sidering all arriving rays is assigned for the subpixel to reduce
crosstalk. We developed a new algorithm of ray’s mergence and
assignment for a smooth fusion of different views and crosstalk re-
duction.We also performed validation experiments which convinc-
ingly demonstrated that our newmethod is capable of reducing the
crosstalk on synthetic graph. Comparedwith existingmethods, our
proposed new method is simple and effective, and implementation
cost is low.

Index Terms—Crosstalk reduction, lenticular 3-D display, light
field.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) display technologies have
attracted considerable research activities for decades with

various means to produce high fidelity 3-D scenes. The lentic-
ular 3-D display technology, based on lenticular sheet overlaid
onto spatial light modulator (SLM) screen, is relatively simple
to implement and its quality of 3-D image reconstruction ap-
pears adequate. Significant research efforts over past decades
has resulted in numerous commercial products and applications,
such as 3D-TV.
One of the key elements of lenticular 3-D display is the map-

ping, i.e., synthesizing appropriate contents on 2-D SLM based
on the desirable 3-D display effect. Mapping accuracy deter-
mines the quality of 3-D display. There are various techniques
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to implement a “perfect” 3-D display [1]. Determining how to
perform an accurate 3-D image mapping from multiview image
sources is the key to developing lenticular 3-D display tech-
niques. A universal mapping rule is the most popular approach
for a simple and speedy algorithm [2]. This rule determines the
view number of a given point in the LCD plane by Philips’
method [3]. The implementation is relatively simple and the cost
is low. However, this method often generates a synthetic map
with quite poor imaging quality and crosstalk.
In this article, we introduce the light field concept into the

mapping design for lenticular 3-D display. The light field, pro-
posed by Levoy and Hanrahan [4], completely characterizes the
radiance flowing through all the points in each possible direc-
tion. The ultimate goal of 3-D display systems is to reproduce
the light field that is generated by real-world physical objects.
The light field display developed by Jones et al. [5] consists
of a high-speed image projector, a spinning mirror covered by
a holographic diffuser, and electronics to decode specially en-
coded Digital Visual Interface video signals. Wetzstein et al. [6]
developed tomographic technique for image synthesis on dis-
plays, which was composed of compact volumes of light-atten-
uating material. The target light field was recreated with the op-
timal multiple-layer decomposition when it was illuminated by
a backlight. Wetzstein et al. [7] introduced the tensor displays
in which a family of compressive light field displayed. The light
fields are generated by a stack of light-attenuating LCD layers
illuminated by uniform or directional backlighting. Cao et al.
[8] further improved the optimization technique for light field
multilayer 3-D display.
The ultimate purpose for us to introduce the light field

technique into synthesizing of the mapping for lenticular 3-D
displays is to reduce crosstalk. The crosstalk is a critical defect
affecting the image quality in multiview lenticular 3-D display
[9]. The incomplete isolation of image channels convey to
the left and right eye so that the content from one channel
is partly presented in another channel [10]. Various methods
have been proposed to reduce crosstalk [11]–[19]. Examples
include (1) decreasing the parallax values of the disparity im-
ages; (2) lowing aperture ratio in parallax barrier type display;
(3) adding pixel mask on lenticular type display [20][21];
(4) timing control of the display panel. All these methods
require extra devices, which increases the cost or the power
consumption increases.
A common crosstalk coefficients calculation method [11],

[22] was proposed to reduce the crosstalk by correcting the
values of subpixels in the synthetic images for a 3-D display.
The proportions of the received light from the corresponding
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Fig. 1. Distribution mode of nine different parallax images’ subpixels on the
synthetic image. (a) Ninth view image prepared to display. (b) Ninth view image
observed through the lenticular sheet.

view image, its left neighboring view image, and its right neigh-
boring view image are , and , respectively. They are de-
fined as the crosstalk coefficients, with a constraint:

denotes the viewable area of subpixel belonging to the in-
tended view image and and denote the viewable areas of
neighboring unintended subpixel left and right respectively. The
distributions of , and are illustrated in Fig. 1. Then,

, and can be calculated from following equations:

where, , and can be accurately measured. However,
accurately measurement and calibration on a physical 3-D dis-
play device takes significant effort–it is tedious and error-prone.
Furthermore, there are variety ways for the perspective zone’s
edge intersects with the boundary of the subpixel. It is fairly
tricky work to calculate and calibrate the viewable areas for all
pixels.
To solve these long-standing problems, we propose a new op-

timization for crosstalk reduction based on a light field frame-
work. When crosstalk is present in a stereoscopic display, light
from one image channel leaks into another, which deteriorates
image quality and generates ghosted image. We have investi-
gated the causes for the leakage of unintended lights. When the
viewer observes from one viewing position, they will see the
corresponding view as if the view image is displayed on the
lenticular sheet, with the resolution of . We apply the
back projection method with subpixel resolution (each pixel is
composed of R, G and B subpixels). A practical implementa-
tion strategy of light field 3-D display is to take a subsample
of continuously distributed light field function and

rays approximate the continuous n-view light field. The
key issue is to determine the points where the rays emit from
the LCD panel. We apply a ray back projection method, which
traces the pixel in the view images to the LCD screen. There are

also forward projection methods which trace the ray originated
from the LCD to determine its color by interpolating the light
field [23][24]. The technique of ray back projection method is
capable of producing a very high degree of visual realism, for
it generates an image by tracing the path of light through pixels
in an image plane and simulating the effects of its encounters
with optical lens. The ultimate goal of 3-D display systems is to
reproduce the target light field as if the images were put in the
front of the lenticular sheet for the different viewing positions.
Specifically, our contributions include:
1) A novel light field decomposition method for mapping. All

the rays of the multiview light field are back projected to
the LCD plane along the optical path to form a synthetic
image;

2) Our proposed ray mergence and assignment method re-
duces viewer discomfort for the high contrast region.
Weighted values are assigned for each subpixel consid-
ering all rays from a dominant and a non-dominant view.
Rays from the views mix, providing a weighted-value,

or for the dominant or non-dominant
view, respectively, for a subpixel. For each subpixel, ,
the dominate and non-dominate ( )
view weights are set to correct and optimize the final sum,

. ensures an upper
bound of 255 for the subpixel and a smooth fusion of the
two views. Hence, the perception of crosstalk (ghosting)
decreases significantly. Compared with the common
crosstalk coefficients calculation method, our proposed
method is simple and effective.

3) Since our method smoothly integrates rays from different
views, crosstalk at any observation position can be reduced
compared to other methods.

II. METHOD OVERVIEW

A schematic of the proposed light field technique is shown
in Fig. 2. First, the view images are up-sampled from

to to simulate the discrete light field. When
viewers observe from the n-th viewing position, they will see the
n-th view light field emitting from the lenticular sheet as if the
up-sampled n-view image were placed on the sheet. Any 9-view
light field emitted by the lenticular display can be represented
by rays. For a given ray, we determine the
intersection point, , with the lenticular sheet and the trans-
mission angle, . Each ray is mapped back along the optical path
to its emitting point. A ray mergence and assignment method is
introduced to provide crosstalk reduction and smooth fusion of
different views. We conducted experiments using a lenticular
sheet and an LCD screen, as listed in Table I.

III. LIGHT FIELD DECOMPOSITION

In this part, each ray of multiview light field is back-projected
to the LCD plane to form a synthetic image, with subpixel res-
olution. After the light field decomposition, each ray will be
traced back to a emitting point, , on the LCD plane.
Stereoscopic 3-D displays present a 3-D image to an observer

by sending a light field of slightly different perspective view
to each eye, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Consider the light field of
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Fig. 2. Overview of our proposed light field decomposition method. (a) Nine input view images are up-sampled to represent the 9-view light fieldemitted by the
lenticular display. (b) Ray transmission angle,, is calculated and the intersection with the lenticular sheet is pre-defined. (c) Rays are mapped back to the
LCD plane following the optical path. Multiple rays may be mapped to one subpixel. A weighted value considering all arriving rays is assigned for the subpixel.
A smooth fusion of different views is obtained after ray mergence and assignment. (d) The final synthetic image is generated.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE 3-D LENTICULAR DISPLAY IN OUR EXPERIMENT

1-view [Fig. 2(b)], it completely characterizes all the rays gen-
erated by the lenticular sheet when the viewer observes from the
1-viewing position. Each ray can be traced back to a subpixel
on the LCD panel. If all the observable subpixels are illumined
with color and the other subpixels are set to be transparent, the
1-view image will be observed through the lenticular sheet at
its viewing position. The RGB arrangement on the LCD panel
is standard, and so subpixels on the LCD panel have the same
physical location as subpixels on the synthetic image. Hence,
if we utilize the task from 2–9-views, the final synthetic image
will be generated on the LCD panel.
In the back-projection procedure, each subpixel on the LCD

plane receives rays partly from one view and partly from a
neighboring view. We consider these rays from two views and
calculate the subpixel values (see details in Section IV).
For a 9-view display, each lenticular lens is equally divided

into 9 perspective zones [21], [22]. The zone on the lenticular
sheet illuminated with yellow and green color in Fig. 3. is pre-
pared for the observer at the 4th and 3rd optimal viewing posi-
tion respectively. Blue lines represent the edges of perspective

Fig. 3. Light from third image channel leaking into the fourth channel. The
weighted value considers all rays from the two views assigned for the -sub-
pixel, reducing the effect.

zones. If we set the -subpixel with the color of the 3-view
image’s subpixel, a few rays from 3-view image (marked with
red triangle) will be observed through the lenticular sheet at the
4-view position, which causes crosstalk. If we combine the color
from the two views to determine the value of -subpixel, less
rays of the 3-view image’s color will leak into the 4-view posi-
tion. The key to this problem is to determine the weighted value
and ensure smooth fusion of different views.
A 3-D lenticular display consists of a lenticular sheet and

a LCD panel. The lenticular sheet is composed of an array of
slanted cylindrical lenses. Subpixels are located at the focal
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Fig. 4. (a) Structure of cylindrical lens. (b) Following the optical path, the emit-
ting point, ( , ), on the LCD plane is available.

plane of the cylindrical lenses. As shown in Fig. 4(a)., C repre-
sents the panel point of the cylindrical lens, p is the lens width,
and q is the distance between C and the focal plane. When the
rays from a point on the t axis spreads through the cylindrical
lens, they becomes parallel. The transmission angle, , is

(1)

A ray of the light field is shown in Fig. 4(b)., where is the
coordinate where the ray passes through the lenticular sheet. The
coordinate systems of the lenticular sheet and the LCD plane are

and xoy respectively.
We refer to the pose of with respect to the LCD

plane frame of reference xoy as:

(2)

where is the matrix describing point transfer between the
lenticular sheet’s frame and that of the LCD plane. is the slant
angle of lenticular sheet.
The point is transformed from xoy to as a

point :

(3)

According to the Eq. (1), the emitting point in the lentic-
ular sheet’s frame can be calculated as:

(4)

Fig. 5. Structure of a viewing system.

Fig. 6. (a) Several rays from light field may be back-projected to the same
subpixel. The red points represent rays from the view and green points
the n-th view. Most green points have the same value, except for high contrast
regions. (b) The final value, L, is set for the subpixel and replaces the original
ray values to generate a light filed. The goal is to find a reasonable L value to
simulate the target light field. (c) The example for w[k]’s calculation. (d) The
example for calculation of , and the final value L, with the assumption
that .

The emitting point, , where the light will be traced back
to the LCD plane is

(5)

Rays from one view have the same transmission angle, esti-
mated from ), where n is the number
of the view image, is the distance between two neighboring
viewing positions, and is the viewing distance as shown in
Fig. 5.

IV. RAY MERGENCE AND ASSIGNMENT

In this part, we introduce a ray mergence and assignment
to provide crosstalk reduction and smooth fusion of different
views, which performs the following two-stage procedure:
• For each subpixel, we calculate two weighted-value,

and , for the rays from dominant and
non-dominant view.

• For each subpixel, we calculate the and
to correct and optimize the final sum .
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Fig. 7. Due to the hardware constraint for our lenticular sheet, only two views’ rays reach any subpixel and we call the two views’ rays a ray pair. The figure
shows each ray pair is combined two neighboring views for each point on the R, G, or B maps. The dominant view is noted by underline. We set a sum-weight for
each subpixel on the LCD plane to limit the view fusion.

(1) Calculation of and : Several rays from
the light field may be projected to a same subpixel during the
ray-back projection process, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The emit-
ting point of each ray, , is belonging to a subpixel on the
LCD plane. The distance, , from the to the center of
this subpixel cane calculated. The weighted value of the
subpixel is

(6)

where n is the number of the rays, is the light intensity of
the -th ray. A reasonable assumption is that the ray emitting
nearer to the center point of the subpixel has a larger weight
term . So the is inversely proportional to . Take
Fig. 6(b). for simplicity, the for 1-3 points are 2, 1, 2, so the

, , .
The yellow triangle shown in Fig. 6(c) represents the virtual
emitting point with weighted value ,
and the corresponding position are calculated by a weighed
eigenvector arithmetic.
Due to the hardware constraint for our lenticular sheet, only

two views’ rays reach any subpixel. For simplicity, we assume
that n-th view image (green point) is the dominate view and

-th view image (red point) is the non-dominate view for the
subpixel hereinafter. Each subpixel of the synthetic image

combines a pair of rays from neighboring view images, the dom-
inate view and non-dominate view. Eq. (6) can be expressed as

(7)

where

(8)

(9)

and is the number of the rays from dominate view. The rays
mapped from one view usually come from an adjacent area

on the view image. In most cases, the ray color remains con-
stant. However, for marginal (high-contrast) regions, the sharp
change of color causes viewer discomfort and reduced image
quality. But our proposed method weighting the coming rays ef-
fectively smoothes the variation, and the perception of crosstalk
(ghosting) decreases significantly.
(2) Calculation of and : However, the

subpixel value on the final synthetic image may exceed
255 after mapping the view images. To reproduce a reasonable
light field on a high contrast display and a smooth fusion of
views, we set and to limit the maximum value of the

subpixel. The final value:,

(10)

where and are obtained explicitly below:
The n-th view image is set with white color (255), and the

other view images are set to black (0). That is, the red points
from the view image are set value 0 in Fig. 6(a), and the
green points from the n-th view image are set to 255. We get
a dominant weighted value, , from Eq. (8). Similarly, a
non-dominant weighted value, , is calculated when the

view image is white and the other view images are set to
be black.
For each subpixel, to

ensure a smooth fusion of views and a maximum value of 255
for each subpixel (see results in Section V). and are
calculated as:

(11)

(12)

and (13), shown at the bottom of the following page, where

is the resolution of the view image. and is
the horizontal coordinate of the point where the ray passes
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through the lenticular sheet from virtual emitting point
. The can be calculated through the

inverse operation of the back projection. In Fig. 6(d). for
example, we obtained the final value as following:

and assuming , then

So

and since ,

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Crosstalk Reduction Measurement: Compared with the
crosstalk coefficients calculation method, the proposed method
is able to reduce the crosstalk effectively, especially the point
between two observation perspective.
A camera array with pitch of 2.46 cmwasmoved horizontally

to measure the intensity in a range of viewing position, sim-
ulating a person moving from side to side, at a pre-determined
viewing distance.We obtained nine black-and-white test images
by lighting each view image in turn on the display screen. For
these tests, only subpixels corresponding to a certain view image
were turned on at maximal intensity and all other subpixels were
turned off. Then, we measured each captured image’s intensity,
respectively, along the horizontal direction. In our test, camera
array was moved only 2.46 cm in horizontal direction and about
every 0.615 cm captured a group of images (9 images in each
group). Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) show the optical output of a lenticular
multiview auto stereoscopic display without and with crosstalk
reduction, respectively.
The relative luminance of each view is shown for a selec-

tion of observation positions [Fig. 8(a)]. When the second view
reaches maximum intensity at the second observation perspec-
tive, the luminance of the third view is approximately 0.25 and
the first view is approximately 0.15, which causes crosstalk.
However, our proposed method reduces the intensity of the third
view to 0.06 and the first view to 0.01. Compared with the

Fig. 8. Visibility of different perspective views for an example lenticular multi-
view auto stereoscopic display when viewed from different horizontally spaced
observation points. (a) Without crosstalk reduction. (b)With crosstalk reduction
using our proposed method. (c) With crosstalk reduction using the crosstalk co-
efficients calculation method.

common crosstalk coefficients calculation method [Fig. 8(c)],
our proposed method also reduce the crosstalk between two

(13)
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Fig. 9. Views captured at (a) point a. (b) point b.

Fig. 10. can be regarded as the column coordinate of a given pixel on the
view image.

observation perspective. For example, from viewing position
30.75, the intensity sum from view 2 and 3 is almost 1. We
captured the view image at points a and b and, as shown in
Fig. 9, our proposed method reduces zone jumping between ob-
servation points because of the smooth fusion of different views,
which also disguises crosstalk.
(2) Smooth Fusion of Different Views: After the a ray mer-

gence and assignment, integrated lights from neighboring views
well at all observation positions across the display from a range
of viewing positions.
For simplicity, in Eq. (13) can be regarded as the column

coordinate of a given pixel on the view image from the perspec-
tive of the physical location (Fig. 10). In the test, only the pixels
of column on the first view image are set white,
and the other pixels are set black. When rays are mapped back
to LCD plane against the optical path, the pixels on the syn-
thetic image ranging from the to
columns receive rays. We perform this for 2–9-views respec-
tively, and the pixel values on the synthetic image are shown in
Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) shows the case when we apply the task to
from 1 to n view ( ). The result in (b) is equal
to a superposition of corresponding views in (a). For example,
if we add views 1 to 6 pattern in (a), we obtain the 6th pattern
in (b). After limiting the subpixel maximums, a smooth fusion
of different views is achieved.
Consider the last pattern in Fig. 11(b). If pixels of the

and columns are also illuminated white on all the view
images, the pixels on synthetic image from columns
to and to columns will be
assigned. As shown in Fig. 12, all these lighted pixels are able
to be smoothly integrated. If we set all view images with white
color, the pixel values on the synthetic image will be exactly

Fig. 11. Smooth fusion of different views is achieved. The coordinate of a given
pixel on the view image is . Consider the example of the pixels in a pattern
on the synthetic image. (a) Column column pixels set to white on each view
image. (b) Applying the proposed method to views 1 to n.

Fig. 12. Taking a single row as an example, we set the pixels in columns
to to be white, producing the synthetic image marked with the blue

rectangle.

255 after the mapping. Thus, the proposed method provides a
smooth fusion of different views.
(3) Optimization Method Comparison: We implemented

the proposed approach in C/C++ platform with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4770 K CPU@3.50 GHz (8 CPUs), 3.5 GHz.
The whole proposed method costs 18.56s for a
synthetic image. However, the crosstalk coefficients calculation
method costs about 29.71 s. Table II compares the outcomes
for the 3-D lenticular display reduction system. Our proposed
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TABLE II
RESULTS COMPARING

method, based on the light field, is simple, effective, and
low-cost.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel crosstalk reduction method based on
light field analysis. We developed a ray mergence and assign-
ment method that reduced viewer discomfort on high contrast
regions, based on optimization of light field generated by the
lenticular 3-D display. The perception of crosstalk (ghosting)
decreases significantly, and the smooth fusion of different views
further disguises crosstalk. Experimental results validate that
our proposed method reduces crosstalk and is simple, effective,
and low-cost. In further work, we intend to accelerate our algo-
rithms by utilizing the GPU.
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